Protecting Innovation in Your State

44 states have passed some form of economic preemption
legislation. By creating similar business environments across the
state, these efforts stop onerous local regulations from decreasing
economic growth, lowering state tax revenues, and limiting job
creation. More residents working and providing for their families also
reduces government dependency.
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LICENSING

Progressive activists continue to push for various forms of
government-provided or government-mandated paid leave.
Their success on the state level has been muted, which is why
they moved their focus to the local level. This leads to problems
because local paid leave requirements create a patchwork of
inflexible labor regulations that stymie business growth. This is
why 15 states now require decisions on mandatory paid leave to
be made on the state level.

Like many other states, Wisconsin is evaluating its occupational
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licensing laws. To ensure that state reforms would not be undone
by runaway local governments, Wisconsin Act 55 stopped local
governments from creating any new occupational licenses.
The act also voided any local licensing requirements for
photographers, a profession that clearly poses no threat to public
safety.
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